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Aflinity capillary electrophoresis: A physical-organic tool
for studying interactions in biomolecular recognition
Affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) is a technique that is used to measure
the binding aMinity of receptors to neutral and charged ligands. ACE experiments are based on differences in the values of electrophoretic mobility of
free and bound receptor. Scatchard analysis of the fraction of bound receptor,
at equilibrium, as a function of the concentration of free ligand yields the dissociation constant of the receptor-ligand complex. ACE experiments are most
conveniently performed on fused silica capillaries using a negatively charged
receptor (molecular mass < 50 kDa) and increasing concentrations of a low
molecular weight, charged ligand in the running buffer. ACE experiments that
involve high molecular weight receptors may require the use of running buffers containing zwitterionic additives to prevent the receptors from adsorbing
appreciably to the wall of the capillary. This review emphasizes ACE 'experiments performed with two model systems: bovine carbonic anhydrase I1
(BCA 11) with arylsulfonamide ligands and vancomycin (Van), a glycopeptide
antibiotic, with D-Ala-D-Ala (DADA)-based peptidyl ligands. Dissociation constants determined from ACE experiments performed with charged receptors
and ligands can often be rationalized using electrostatic arguments. The combination of differently charged derivatives of proteins - protein charge ladders
- and ACE is a physical-organic tool that is used to investigate electrostatic
effects. Variations of ACE experiments have been used to estimate the charge
of Van and of proteins in solution, and to determine the effect of the association of Van to Ac,KDADA on the value of pK, of its N-terminal amino group.
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Affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) is a useful technique for measuring binding constants of receptors for
ligands in aqueous solutions, and may be used as a physical-organic tool for estimating the physical interactions
that determine these binding constants. The technique
uses the resolving power of capillary electrophoresis
(CE) to distinguish between free and bound forms of a
receptor as a function of the concentration of free
ligand. Scatchard analysis of the fraction of bound
receptor at equilibrium is generally used to estimate
values of dissociation constants of receptor-ligand complexes. In this review, we describe applications of ACE,
with particular emphasis to two model binding systems:
0173-0835/98/0303-0367$17.50+.50/0
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(i) bovine carbonic anhydrase and derivatives of benzenesulfonamide and (ii) vancomycin and D-Ala-D-Ala
(DADA)based peptidyl ligands. In general, ACE experiments can be rationally designed for a receptor-ligand
system if the charge, mass, and valency of the receptor
and its ligand are clearly defined.
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(4)

For a mixture of rapidly equilibrating R and R-L, a single
peak is observed by CE for any given concentration of L
of this peak
The value of electrophoretic mobility, peleclrO
of an analyte in the running buffer. The value of peleCtrO
is related directly to its charge, as measured by CE, ZCE, is the concentration-weighted average of the values of
and inversely correlated to M"/C,, its coefficient of fric- cL~,,,,, and pt;:c,r,, p,"&,,, (Eq. 6). Equation (6) can be reartion (Eq. 1) [l-31. The term C, is a proportionality con- ranged to give an expression for R, (Eq. 7). Scatchard
stant, M is the molecular weight of the protein, and a is analysis of the
a constant related to the shape of the protein under the
(6)
V Z c t r o = Rfp%tro + (1 - Rf)p%ectro
conditions of its analysis.
1.1 Principles of ACE

of an analyte is expressed as its
The value of peleCtrO
steady-state velocity, v,, relative to that of a neutral
marker, v,,, per unit electric field, and is calculated using
Eq. (2). In this equation, L,,, (m) is the total length of
the capillary, Ldet(m) is the length of the capillary from
the inlet to the detector, V (V) is the voltage applied
across the capillary, and t, (s) and tnm(s) are the times of
migration of an analyte peak and neutral marker, respectively.

values of R, as a function of the concentration of L in
the running buffer, yields the value of Kd. Figure 1
depicts a general ACE experiment for a rapidly equilibrating system of R and R.L in which differences in
values of p~lec,r,
and p&, are due to differences in the
corresponding values of charge of R and R.L. When the
time for a dissociation event of R-L is much longer than
the time of analysis of a mixture of R and R-L, then separate peaks are observed by CE for R and R.L. Values of
R, and [L] must then be determined by analyzing equilibrated mixtures of R and L by CE. All of the examples
that we describe in this review are of rapidly equilibrating systems.

For Scatchard analysis based on Eqs. (5)-(7), we make
the following assumptions: (i) the concentration of R is
The dissociation constant of a receptor (R) for a ligand much lower than that of the L; (ii) R and R-L are in
(L), Kd, can be measured using ACE only if the value of equilibrium; (iii) the binding stoichiometry between R
pelectrO
of a receptor-ligand complex (R-L), pt;,",,,,, differs and L is 1:l; (iv) the interaction of R and L with the wall
significantly from that of R,
According to Eq. (l), of the capillary does not influence the binding of R to L,
there are three limiting situations where this condition and (v) the electric field does not alter the measured
will be met: (i) the bound ligand contributes signifi- binding constants.
cantly to the charge of the complex but not to its coefficient of friction (the binding of small, charged ligands); 1.2 Technical issues
(ii) the bound ligand contributes significantly to the coefficient of friction of the complex, but not to its charge 1.2.1 Compensating for changes in electroosmotic flow
(the binding of large, neutral ligands), or (iii) the bound
ligand contributes significantly to both the charge and Calculating the values of p:ctro corrrects for changes in
coefficient of friction of the complex (the binding of electroosmotic flow (EOF) that may result with
large, charged ligands). We have focused on the first two increasing concentrations of L in the running buffer 141.
cases in designing our ACE experiments.
Since the value of belectro
of an analyte is inversely correlated with its time of migration (Eq. 2), the spacing
The value of Kd is defined in terms of the equilibrium between two peaks along the x-axis, in an electropheroconcentrations of R, L, and R*Lby Eq. (3). We define R, gram plotted as absorbance vs. -l/time, is directly proas the fraction of the total concentration of R ([RIT) portional to the difference in their corresponding values
present as R-L (Eq. 4). If the value of [R-LI is expressed of pelectrO
[ 5 ] . By aligning manually the peaks correin terms of Kd, [R], and [L], then Eq. (4) can be rear- sponding to neutral marker in stacked electropherograms
ranged to Eq. (9,the general form of the equation used plotted as a function of -Mime, we correct for changes
in EOF among the different runs. Plots in the Mime
in Scatchard analysis.
~ of the
~ protein
,
~
domain reveal whether the values of c
standards - used to detect nonspecific associations with
ions - change appreciably with increasing concentration
of L in the running buffer, and also indicate accurately

~

~
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Figure /. An example of an ACE experiment involving a charged receptor (R), and a low molecular weight, charged
ligand (L). The charge of the receptor-ligand complex (R.L) differs from that of R by the value of charge of bound L
(zCE);the bound L does not contribute significantly to the coefficient of friction of the complex. Since R and R.L
are rapidly equilibrating, a single peak is seen by ACE for any concentration of L in the running buffer. The value of
pelectro
of this peak, pz&, is the concentration-weighted average of the value of pelectiaof R and that of R.L. Peak
broadening is observed when the time for a single dissociation event of R.L is comparable to the time of migration
of the average peak observed by CE.

when a receptor is completely saturated with ligand. This
information may not be determined clearly from plots in
the time domain. Plots in the Mime domain are useful
for following the binding isotherms of several receptor
peaks simultaneously. Changes in EOF with increasing
concentration of ligand could result in the misassignment of these peaks in electropherograms plotted as a
function of time.
1.2.2 Buffer additives

Proteins that have high values of molecular mass (> 100
kDa) tend to adsorb to the surface of negatively charged
capillaries. To overcome this problem we have used
organic zwitterions as described by Jorgenson and
others [6-81. Since these zwitterions must be used in
high concentration (typically 0.5 M) to be effective, it is
possible that they may influence protein-ligand interactions. We have not, however, investigated such effects.
1.2.3 ACE with positively charged proteins

The majority of proteins whose binding constants we
have determined by ACE have values of p l lower than
8.4, the pH of the running buffer that we typically use in
these experiments. These proteins have a net negative
charge at pH 8.4 and interact relatively weakly with the
negatively charged wall of an uncoated silica capillary.
We have not studied extensively proteins that have
values of PI>8.4 (i.e., proteins with net positive charge)
at pH 8.4 by ACE. These proteins can be examined
using running buffers having higher values of pH; many
proteins may, however, denature at elevated values of
pH. We have found that a better strategy is to use capillaries coated with Polybrene, polyethylenimine, or other
positively charged polymers [9]. These polymers adhere
electrostatically to the surface of the inner wall of the
capillary and make the surface positively charged. ACE

experiments involving positively charged proteins are
then performed in reverse polarity, using buffers having
biologically compatible values of pH. The problem with
working with a mixture of positively and negatively
charged proteins is not one that we have addressed.
Some components of this system will adsorb on either
positively or negatively charged capillaries; neutral,
coated capillaries may provide a solution to adsorption,
but at the cost of increasing the time required for analysis.

2 Model systems for ACE
Most of our development of ACE has come from the
study of two model systems: bovine carbonic anhydrase
I1 (BCA 11; EC 4.2.1.1, from bovine erythrocytes) and
benzenesulfonamide ligands, and vancomycin (Van) and
DADApeptidyl ligands. BCA 11 is a commercially available, negatively charged protein that does not adsorb significantly to the walls of fused silica capillaries. Its active
site has been clearly defined from X-ray crystal structures of homologous human proteins [lo, 111. In addition, charged benzenesulfonamide inhibitors to BCA I1
are easy to synthesize: these inhibitors have values of
and
K, between
M (Table 1). We chose Van as a
model receptor because of the large amount of information regarding its binding pocket and the specificity with
which it binds to peptidyl ligands [12].
2.1 Determination of the binding affinities of BCA I1 to
charged and neutral ligands

ACE has been used to measure directly the values of K ,
of BCA I1 to charged benzenesulfonamide inhibitors.
The ACE experiments for these systems are based on
the difference in the value of Z,, of a complex of BCA
I1 with a small, charged ligand, and that of free BCA 11.
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Table 1. Dissociation constants (Kd) of BCA I1 to benzenesulfonamide ligands determined
by ACE

Charged Ligands

& (pM)[Reference]

N
@
H
!2
-

0

1

+/

R = -CONH(CH&CHz-N-

I

-

-

I

0.9 [4]

0.5 [4]
0.6 [69]
3

R = -CH2NHCO(CH&OCNH(CH&CH,-\N/70

4

R = -CO;

+\J

{

0.8 [4]

1.2 [4]

1.7 [4]
2.2 [69]
1.6 (691

1.2 [69]

8

R' = -co;

2.2 [unpublished]
0.5 [4]

Neutral Ligands
R2

Rl

R2

R3

11

H

H

H

0.9 "1

12

H

CH3

H

0.5 (341

13

CI

CI

CI

0.2 [34]

14

H

NO2

H

0.1 [34]

R1, R 3 = H

0.7 [69]

0

15

R2 = CH&iNACH3

0.1 [69]
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HCA 1 (pi 6.0) & BCA II (pi 5.9)

Scatchard analysis of the change in the value of p;tctr0 of
BCA I1 as a function of the concentration of the charged HCA I (pl 6.6)ligand in the running buffer gives the value of Kd for
HHM that ligand (Eqs. 5-7). As expected, the values of pelectro
of complexes of BCA I1 to small, neutral ligands are not
appreciably different from the value of free BCA 11. To
measure the value of Kd of BCA I1 to a neutral ligand
(Lo),
we perform a competitive ACE assay; we
measure the value of p",:c,o of BCA I1 in the presence of
a fixed concentration of a charged ligand (L+), of known
K,,, and increasing concentrations of Lo in the running
of the complex of
buffer [4]. Since the value of pelecfrO
BCA I1 with a neutral ligand, ~l;,eLp~~,,,and the value of
~ ~ l , , t , o are approximately the same, the value of py&
that is measured in this system is expressed as the conof the
centration-weighted average of the value of pelectrO
complex of BCA I1 with a charged ligand (L?), p:,kG0,
and the value of pz;kro(Eq. 8). The value of R, for this
competitive binding system is expressed by Eq. (9). Rearrangement of Eq. (9) leads to Eq. (lo), the equation used
for Scatchard analysis of this competitive binding system,
where
is the known value of Kd of the charged ligand,
and [LJ is its fixed concentration. Scatchard analysis of
the value of R, measured by ACE (Eq. 11) as a function
of the concentration of Lo in the running buffer leads to
the value of G. Table 1 summarizes the values of Kd of
BCA I1 for different charged and neutral sulfonamide ligands obtained by direct and competitive methods, respectively. An example

-

e,

140

68

_z.

-

34

17

8.5

3.0

1 .o

0.4

0.0

(9)

H

30 sec
Figure 2. A set of ACE experiments of a mixture of isozymes of carbonic anhydrase: HCA I (human carbonic anhydrase, p26.6); HCA I
(p2 6.0); BCA I1 (bovine carbonic anhydrase, pZ 5.9), and BCA I1
(PI5.4) for ligand 5 (Table 1). The electrophoresis buffer used was
25 m M Tris-192 mM Gly, pH 8.3. Mesityl oxide (MO) is used as an
electrically neutral marker; horse heart myoglobin (HHM) and soybean trypsin inhibitor (STI) are protein standards. The inverted peak
(*) is due to the lower amount of ligand 5 in the migrating plugs relative to the running buffer due to its binding to the isozymes of carbonic anhydrase. Reprinted from [13], with permission.

of the direct method is shown in Fig. 2, where we simultaneously measure the affinities of several isozymes of
CA (from human and bovine erythrocytes) to 5 (Table 1)
~31.
2.2 Determination of the binding affinities of Van to
DADA peptidyl ligands

The binding of Van to DADA is one of the most extensively studied interactions in biomolecular recognition
(Scheme I) [14-161. We have estimated values of Kd of
Van for different peptidyl ligands by two different
methods: the R, and LR methods (Fig. 3) [14]. The R,
method is the same as the direct method described in
the previous section; in this method, we monitor the
value of P;:~,~,,,, of Van by CE as we increase the concentration of a charged peptidyl ligand (L) in the running
buffer. This method relies on the difference in the values
of Z,, of Van and Van-L at pH 7.1, the pH of running

buffer used in the ACE experiments. In the L, method,
the value of p:&ro of a ligand is followed as the concentration of Van in the running buffer is increased. This
method is based on the difference in the coefficient of
friction of Van and Van-L when the pH of running buffer
is equal to 7.5, the pH at which Van is electrically neutral. We use a variation of this technique to screen libraries of ligands for tight-binding inhibitors, as described
later.
2.3 Estimating the contribution of electrostatics to the
binding of DADA to Van

Using the RL method, we studied the effect of modification of the C- and N-termini of Van on its affinity for ligands containing the DADAgroup (Table 2) [17]. We coupled the C-terminus of Van with Asp and 1-propylamine
to form the two receptors: AspNHCOVan and C,H,-
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Method

Method

*

?

[AcDADAI pM

;
-no

Vancornycln(Van)

980

4.90
240

120

60
30
15

H

99
0.0

R'=CH3:
N-Ac-D-Ala-D-Ala (AcDADA)
R' = Na'-diacetyl-L-Lys :
Naz-diacetyl-L-Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala(Ac~KoADA)

X

R

Van

0-

VanN(CH3)Ac

0-

C3H7NHCOVan

CH3(CH2)2NH

H2+

VanN(CH3)Suc

0-

C(O)CH2CH2C02-

AspNHCOVan

H2+

- 0 2copT

Figure 3. Method RL: ACE of Van in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.1,

containing increasing concentrations of AcDADA.The electrically neutral marker, mesityl oxide (MO), and the tripeptide L-Ala-L-Ala-L-Ala
were used as internal standards. Method LR: ACE of N-Fmoc-Gly-oAla-o-Ala, (*), N-Fmoc-Gly-o-Ala-D-Alao-Ala, (w), N-Fmoc-Gly-LAla-L-Ala, (0) and N-Fmoc-Gly-L-Ala-L-Ala-L-Ala,
(0)in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing different concentrations of Van. The
asterisk (*) indicates an unidentified neutral species carried through
the capillary by EOF. Reprinted from [14], with permission.

results demonstrate the power of ACE in elucidating the
contribution of electrostatics to the binding of ligands to
receptors.

2.4 Screening of a peptide library

We have demonstrated that ACE can be used to screen
small libraries of peptide ligands for Van [21]. The prinScheme I . The interactions observed between Van and a bound DADA ciple of the screening process is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
peptidyl ligand. The dashed lines indicate intermolecular hydrogen
value of p:;&troof a reference ligand (L,J measured by
bonds; the double-headed arrow represents the electrostatic interacthe
L, method reflects its partitioning between free and
tion between the carboxylate on the ligand and the N-terminal
bound states. When other ligands are introduced into
-NHC2CH3 group on Van. Reprinted from [65] with permission.
the running buffer that compete for Van, the value of
&
p:
of Lief will be closer to the value of pelectro
of
NHCOVan, respectively. We concluded from the values unbound LIePThis technique was used to identify a tight
of Kd of these two receptors for the ligand ACDADAthat binding ligand for Van from a mixture of 32 equimolar
the charge or detailed structure at the C-terminus of Van ligands [21]. The reference ligand chosen for the studies
does not contribute significantly to the binding of DADA has a value of Kd that is in the range of values targeted
ligands (Table 2). We acylated the N-terminus of Van by the screening procedure. The number of compounds
using anhydrides of acetic and succinic acid to form the being screened is a function of the targeted Kd. The
two derivatives VanN(CH,)Ac and VanN(CH,)Suc, tighter the targeted binding, the larger the number of
respectively. We found that the Kd of VanN(CH,)Ac for compounds that can be screened. We have found that up
Ac,KDADA at pH 7.1 was 11-fold higher than that of to 10% of the volume of the running buffer can comVan, while the corresponding value for VanN(CH,)Suc
prise these peptidyl ligands for Van without changing sigwas an additional factor of two higher. Decreasing the nificantly the dielectric strength and viscosity of the runpH of the running buffer lowered the Kd of VanN(CH,) ning buffer. Other receptor-ligand systems that we have
SUC for AC~KDADA,
while that for VanN(CH,)Ac re- studied in our group include: calmodulin (bovine testes)
mained virtually unchanged. These results suggest that and Ca2+; glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and
the charge on the N-terminal amino group of Van is im- NADP' [22]; and SH3 domain and peptides [23]. Table 3
portant in the binding of DADA ligands to Van. When lists some of the binding systems studied by ACE.
this charge is neutralized, the affinity for ligands decreases significantly. When a negative charge is placed in
close proximity to the N-terminus of Van, the affinity is 3 ACE studies involving divalent receptors
further decreased; the value of this Kd can be decreased
as the pH is lowered (that is, as the pendant carboxylate Many biological systems interact multivalently, that is,
group on the N-terminus of Van is protonated). These through multiple associations of two or more receptors
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Table 2. Dissociation constants of Van and its derivatives to peptidyl ligands determined by ACE
Kd,

W (PH)

Receptor

Ligand

RL method

LR method

Literature

Van

ACDADA

208 (7.5)')

63 (7.0)')
91 (8.3)e)

Van

Ac2KnAnA

99 (7.1)a)
115 (7.l)*)
192 (8.4)O
2.3 (5.2)g)
4.3 (7.1)a'

Van
Van
Van
AspNHCOVan

Succinyl-DADA
Fmoc-Gly-DADA
Fmoc-Gly-DADADA
ACDADA

C3H7NHCOVan

ACDADA

VanN(Me)Ac

Ac~KDADA

VanN(Me)Suc

&&ADA

108 (7.l)*'
33 (7.1)d)

0.7 (5.1)h,')
21 (5.1)J)
1 (7.0)b)
53 (7.5)b'
71 (7.5)b)

95 (7.1)a'
167 (8.4)O
76 (7.1)a)
107 (8.4)O
42 (4.7)g)
42 (5.2)g)
48 (7.1)a)
64 (4.7)P)
76 (5.3)g)
105 (6.9)a)

13 (5.1)h)

ACE binding assay in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer [17]
ACE binding assay in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer [I41
Fluorescence binding assay in 100 mM phosphate buffer [16]
ACE binding assay in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer [14]
CE binding assay in 50 mM Tris HC1 [18]
f) ACE binding assay in 25 mM Tris - 192 mM Gly buffer [17j
g) ACE binding assay in 18 mM sodium acetate buffer [171
h) UV difference binding assay in 20 mM sodium citrate buffer [19]
i) UV difference binding assay in 20 mM citrate [15]
j) UV difference binding assay in 20 mM sodium citrate [20]
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

and/or ligands 1641. We used ACE to study two systems:
(i) a divalent receptor for a monovalent ligand, where we
quantified the cooperativity of binding in the system,
and (ii) a divalent receptor for a divalent ligand, where
we quantified the increase in binding affinity, relative to
the monovalent system.
3.1 Determination of the binding affinity of
anti-DNP rat IgGzb for ligands containing the
N-2,4 dinitrophenyl group

We determined the binding affinity of the two binding
sites of the antibody, anti-2,4-DNP rat IgG,,, for N-2,4
dinitrophenyl (DNP) ligands using ACE. The high
molecular mass of the divalent antibody (150 kDa), required that we design our ACE experiment accordingly.
We used 3-quinuclidinopropanesulfonate and K,SO, to
minimize the adsorption of the protein to the walls of
the capillary. Since the peak due to IgG was broad by
CE we performed ACE experiments with a DNP ligand
that had a net charge of -9 so that we could more easily
discern changes in values p:tcIrO of the antibody with
increasing concentrations of ligand in the running buffer
(Fig. 5A). Figure 5B shows a series of stacked electropherograms plotted as a function of -l/time. Stacking the
electropherograms over the neutral marker, p-methoxybenzyl alcohol, compensated for changes in EOF with
increasing concentration of ligand in the running buffer,
and showed that the values of pelectroof two protein
standards, BCA (pf 5.9) and a-lactalbumin, did not
change significantly due to interactions with ions in the
running buffer.

The equilibria involved in the association of the DNP ligands with IgG are shown in Fig. 5C; Ki and K, are the
dissociation constants for the singly and doubly occupied
protein, respectively. The relationship between K,, K2 and
K is based on the number of sites available for association and dissociation events. The value of pE
: c,
of IgG
measured in ACE experiments is the concentrationweighted average of the values of pelectro
of three species:
the free protein, Ig; the singly occupied protein, IgL; and
the doubly occupied protein, IgL, (Eqs. 12, 13).
ClZctro

t Is1

= -ClZctro

[kol

tW1 I-llgL

+ - electro
[Is01

+

[Igol = [Igl + [IgLl + [IgL,I

W
~

2

I CIIBL,
electro

[Igol

(12)
(13)

If the two binding sites are identical and noncooperative,
then Scatchard analysis of values of p:EC,, obtained with
different concentrations of ligand in the running buffer
wiil yield a straight line; a curved line would indicate
that the binding is cooperative. Since small degrees of
curvature are difficult to detect in Scatchard plots, we
devised a method of analysis that would yield both
values of Kl and K,. We derived Eq. (14), the equation
used in
w;tctro

-

1
2

- (PIPL2
electro +

P::cIro

=(

-

tL1 =
Cl~ect,,

p eiectro
2
- ~ 2 c t r o

CLZctro

Clkctro)

- Cleiectro
IP
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"T
H

O

0

assay we measured the values of p:ftro of Van-R,-Van
with running buffers that contained increasing concentrations of L-R,L and 1 mM of a monomeric derivative
of KDADA (P),a concentration of P that saturated both
binding sites of Van-R,-Van. The value of p:zcIro of VanR,-Van is the concentration-weighted average of the
of three species: PeVan-R,-Vamp, PVanvalues of pelectrO
7.1
R,-VamL-R',-L, and Van-R,-VanL-R,-L. We define AZ,,,
as the calculated difference in the charge of R-L, E&
and that of R,
(Eq. 15). Since the values of AZ,,, and
molecular weight of P-Van-%-Vamp and

moAN-o-oH
/

H

/

M
Fmoc-Gly-D-Ala-D-AlaLref

M

a.

b.

>L+.-

iK
I

zeq

Fmoc-Gly-L-Ala-L-Ala

PVan-%-Van-L-R,-L are similar (Fig. 6 ) , the value of
p",';t,,, of Van-%-Van can be expressed by Eq. (16). We derived Eq. (19), the equation used in the analysis of this
binding system, starting from Eqs. (17, 18) and the
expressions for Kl and K from Fig. 6 .

buffer
V

buffer + 20 phl vancomycin

+

buffer + 20 pM vancomycln

c.

+ 760 pM non-interacting

.-

peptides

buffer + 20 pM vancomycin
+ 760 pM non-interacting peptides
+ 20 mM a,&-Ac*-L-Lys-pAla-o-Ala

d.

I-----+

Rf = [Van-R,-VamL-R,-L]
[Van-R,-Van],
[Van-R,-Van], = [P-Van-R,-Vamp]+[PaVan-R,-VamL-R,-L]

50 sec

Figure 4. The concentration of Van in the electrophoresis buffer
(20 r n M phosphate, pH 7.4) affects the electrophoretic mobility of
Fmoc-Gly-D-Ala-D-Ala (Lref,0 ) but not of Fmoc-Gly-L-Ala-L-Ala (0).
In going from (c) to (d), the change in mobility of Fmoc-Gly-D-Ala-DAla reflected the change, from 20 VM in (c) to
10 PM in (d), in the
concentration of free Van in the running buffer due to the presence of
a competing ligand AC,KDADAin the buffer used in (d). The neutral
marker M was used as an internal standard. The negative peak evident
in (c) and (d) resulted from the dilution of L-Ala-L-Trp present in the
electrophoresis buffer at the point of injection. Reprinted from [21]
with permission.

-

this analysis, starting from Eqs. (12, 131, the expressions
for Kl and K, shown in Fig. 5C, and the assumption that
the
Of Ap~~kt? for the
Occupied kG is
of that of the doubly occupied one, i.e., (pjbctro- &,,,,,)
- l/, (p'$&,,, - p~ectro).
By using Eq. (14) to analyze the
values of pzfctro
of the antibody as a function of the concentration of L in the running buffer, we obtained values
of both Kl and K,, found that K,/K, was = 4, and thus,
established that the binding was noncooperative. This
type of analysis should be useful for determining the
cooperativity involved in other biological binding systems.
3.2 Determination of the binding affinity of a dimeric
derivative of Van to dimeric KDADA

We developed a competitive binding assay using ACE to
determine the value of Kd of a dimeric derivative of Van,
Van-%-Van, to a dimeric form of KDADA,L-R',-L (Fig.
6 ; "d" in these structures indicates "dimer") [65]. In this

+ LVan-Rd-Va*L-R'd-L]

(18)
K

IL

Rf

~

R'd

-

) R , + - [PI'
L1 = - ( S[PI+ K [PI2

Cl2ctro

::;::lC

-

-

pPVan-Rd-Van.P
electm
P.Van-Rd-Van.P

(19)

(20)

Uelcct,

Analysis of the values of p;:ct,o of Van-Rd-Van by using
Eqs. (19, 20) gives the value of K, the dissociation con7.1
stant of Van-R,-VamL-R',-L
to P.Van-R,-VamP, to be
20 mM (Fig. 7). We calculated the value of K d d , the disso7.1
ciation constant of Van-Rd-Vm-L-R'd-L to Van-%-Van to
be 1.1 nM by substituting the calculated value of K and
the value of IG the average value of IG and G (4.8 WM),
determined from a separate UV tritration experiment,
into Eq. (21). The estimated value of K", is equivalent

ers

(el2
K = K,K, = A = -

GIG

K",

to a free energy of binding of -12.2 kcal/mol, 4.2 kcall
mol higher than the corresponding value for the binding
of Van to KDADA [15]. Similar increases in the free
energy of binding have been observed with cyclodextrin
dimers and ditopic substrates [66].
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Table 3. Studies on binding of ligands to receptors using ACE
Example

Reference

Protein - protein interactions
Human serum albumin (HSA) and anti-HSA
Human growth hormone (hGH) and anti-hGH (or its fragment)
IgG with protein A
Insulin dimerization
Protein - DNA interactions
EcoRl and oligonucleotide; peptide and oligonucleotide
Transcription factor-oligonucleotide
Protein - peptide interactions
SH3 domain and proline-rich peptides
Antibody-antigen interaction
Hsc70 and deoxyspergualin
Protein - drug interactions
Bovine carbonic anhydrases (CA) and arylsulfonamides;
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) and NADP';
G6PDH and NADPH; albumin and ibuprofen; IgGzb and 2,4-DNP
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), bacterial cellulase and tryptophan,
benzoin, pindolol, promethazine, warfarin
HSA and kynurenine, tryptophan, 3-indole lactic acid,
2,3-dibenzoyl-tartaric acid, 2,4-dinitrophenyl-glutamate
Cellulase and b-blockers
BSA and warfarin, leucovorin
Albumin-ofloxacin
Protein - metal ion interactions
Calmodulin, parvalbumin, thermolysin and Ca(I1);
carbonic anhydrase, thermolysin and Zn(I1)
C-reactive protein and Ca(I1)
RNases, cytochrome c, chymotrypsin and kallikrein
with iminodiacetate-Cu(I1)
Protein - carbohydrate interactions
Concanavalin A-monosaccharides
Lectin-carbohydrate
Human lactoferrin and heparin
Glycopeptide - peptide interactions
Vancomycin and peptides
Peptide - carbohydrate interactions
Synthetic peptide and anionic carbohydrates
Peptide fragments from amyloid P component and heparin
Peptide - dye interactions
Synthetic peptide and Congo Red
Carbohydrate - drug interactions
Methyl-B-cyclodextrin and propranolol
B-cyclodextrin and salbutamol
Oligonucleotide - oligonucleotide interactions
d(A)n/d(T)n

[4, 22, 34-36]

WI

WI
[391
t40, 411
[421

4 Using ACE to estimate the charge on proteins
and smaller molecules
4.1 Estimating the charge of BCA I1

AZcE z AZ,,, =

xei- qeq

(23)

The charge on BCA 11, at a given value of pH, can be
We estimated the values of TcE
of the two isozymes of
estimated by measuring the values of pelectroof com- BCA I1 of p1 5.9 and 5.4, in a buffer of 25 mM Trisplexes of BCA I1 with charged ligands differing in 192 mM Gly, pH 8.3, to be -3.7 and -5.0 units of charge,
known values of charge (Fig. 8A) [67]. If we assume that respectively, by analyzing the values of pclDctro
of the free
the coefficient of friction of the protein does not change isozymes and those of their complexes with ligands 2, 5,
significantly upon association with each ligand then the
and 8 (Table 1) according to Eq. (24) (Fig. 8C) [67].
value of Apelectro,
the difference in the value of peleCtrO
of a
BCA II-ligand complex, p~l,",,ro,
and that of free BCA 11,
p:leCtrO,
is related to the value of AZ,,, the difference in
the values of charge of the protein-ligand complex, Gk,
and that of the free protein,
(Eq. 22). The value of
AZ,, can be estimated by the value of AZseq,the differ- As a check on this procedure we covalently modified the
ence in the value of calculated charge of the complex, Lys E-NH: groups of the two isozymes of BCA I1 with
and that of free protein, zeq,
based on the sequence 4-sulfophenyl isothiocyanate to generate three sets of
of the protein, and the structure of the ligand (Eq. 23). derivatives of the protein that differed in approximately

zE

eek,
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A

Y+2sY
DNP Ligand

Y
IgL"

lgL2
[IgL] = [IgL'] + [IgL"]

-4.0

-3.8

-3.6

-3.4
-3.2 -3.0
-$/time (10-3 8-1)

-2.8

-2.6

Figure 5. (A)An ACE experiment involving an anti-2,4-DNP IgG antibody and a ligand presenting a 2,4-DNP group having a charge of approxi-

mately -9 (DNP). (B) Electropherograms from this ACE experiment expressed in the l/time domain. The vertical hatch marks indicate the relative position of each electropherogram at -4.1 X lo-, sC1 in the M i m e domain. Bovine carbonic anhydrase 11, pf 5.9 (o), and a-lactalbumin (0)
are used as protein standards. Electropherograms of IgGz,,, (e), are obtained as a function of the concentration of DNP in the running buffer.
Mesityl oxide (D) was used as an electrically neutral marker. The buffer used in these experiments was 25 mM Tris- 192 mM Gly, pH 8.3, with
0.5 M. 3-quinuclidinopropanesulfonate and LO mM KzS04 added to reduce adsorption of protein to the capillary wall. (C)Equilibria involved in
Ig-antigen interactions. K1 is the dissociation constant between the singly occupied Ig and the free Ig. K2 is the dissociation constant between the
doubly bound Ig and the singly occupied Ig. The degree of cooperativity between Kl and K2 is denoted as a. Reprinted from [36] with permission.

integral units of charge (Fig. SB). The calculated values
of AZ,,, are now based on Eq. (25), where
is the calculated

ze,

AZ,,

=

z e q -

ze,

(25)

value of charge of the protein following n number of acylations; the value of Apelectra
is based on Eq. (26), where
p,:e,o
is the value of weleCLrOof the derivative of BCA I1
Awelectro

=

~:l,,,ro

-

ClOelectr0

(26)

having n number of acylations. Under electrophoretic
conditions that were similar to those used in the ACE
experiments, we estimated that the isozymes of BCA I1
of pZ 5.9 and 5.4 had values of .ZcEof -3.5, and -4.5,
respectively. We have estimated the charge of 25 native
proteins by analyzing their corresponding charge ladders,
made through covalent modification of their Lys E-NHS
groups, in a similar manner [68]. Many high molecular
weight proteins give broad, unresolved peaks upon modificatiofi of their Lys E-NH, groups, even when modified
with acylating agents that impart 3-6 units of charge per

modification [68]. In these cases, the ACE-based method
of determining values of To,,
is preferred. For example,
we used the ACE-based method to determine the value
of .ZcEof IgG,, (molecular mass 150 kDa) to be -8.0 at
pH 8.3 [36].
4.2 Estimation of the charge of Van and Van complexed
to DADA

ACE experiments revealed that the charge on the
N-terminal -NH+,CH, group of Van is important in the
binding of DADApeptidyl ligands - that is, that electrostatics had a significant role in binding. These results
suggested that the value of pK, of the N-terminal
-NH:CH,
group of Van may be influenced by the
charge on the proximal C-terminal carboxylate of bound
DADA ligand. To investigate this possibility we determined the charge on Van in both the free and bound
state by using a method that is similar to the one described above [17].We plotted the values of pelectro
of Van,
AspNHCOVan and C,H,NHCOVan as a function of
AZ,,, (Fig. 9). The values of AZ,,, of these molecules are
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Van
Van-Rd-Van
Van = Vancomycin

L-R',j-L

P

[Van-Rd-~an]

(Kry=

[P Van - R,

2
[PI

- Van*P]

6

0

0
-

-

AZMq= 4
MW = 4328

AZWq= 4
M W = 4179

K1=

[P *van- Ad - an*^ - ~b - L] [P]

P *van- Rd

-

-

an*^] [L - RL - L]
K=

K2 =

[+an - Rd - van
[P *van- Rd

[+an- Rd -

an.^ - RL - i][PI

[P*van-Rd - an-^ -RL - L]

[PI

- an*^] [L - RL - L]

Figure 6. Equilibria involved among the
different species present in the competitive assay for Van-Rd-Van. The terms GI
and
are the two dissociation constants
for the complex PVan-Rd-VanP; @, and
F$ are the two dissociation constants
7.7
for the complex Van-Rd-VanL-R'd-L.The
equilibrium constant K1 defines the exchange between PVan-Rd-VanP and P.VanRd-VanL-Rd-L; K2 is the equilibrium constant for the exchange between P.Van-Rd-

a

7.7

I

MW = 740

MW = 591

0, -1 and +1, respectively, based on the number of carboxylate groups that they comprise. We next fit the data
by the method of linear least squares to a line described
by Eq. (27), where the terms p~,,,,,, and p~le,t,,are the
values of pelectrO
of native Van and

its derivative, respectively, and (CJM") is the slope of
the line. Our analysis assumed that the coefficient of friction of each derivative of Van was approximately the
same as that of Van. Extrapolation to the x-axis intercept
(where ZnCE= Zc;= 0 and p:leCtrO
= p:&,
= 0, nm = neutral marker) yields the value of ZcEof Van to be 0.30 at
pH 7.1 (Eq. 28).

Van.L-R'd-L and Van-Rd-Van-L-Rd-L. The
term AZseq is the difference in the calculated charge of a receptor-ligand complex
and that of Van-Rd-Van. Reprinted from
[65] with permission.

We similarly estimated a value of ZO, of -0.25 for
the complex of Van and AcDADA, VawAcDADA, at
pH 7.1, by analyzing the values of pelecLrO
of Van-AcDADA and the corresponding complexes of AspNHCOVan and C,H,NHCOVan with AcDADA, at pH 7.1
(Fig. 9).

To estimate the contribution of bound Van - that is, Van
in VamAcDADA - to the value of Po,,of Van-AcDADA,
we initially corrected the value of pelectrO
of each complex,
p~l,",t,,, for the influence of the negative charge from
bound AcDADA.The value of p ~ ; ~ cof
tco
each complex can
be written as the product of CJM" and the sum of the
charge of R in R-L (R*), ZyE,and that of L in R-L (L*),
Z&, based on the assumption that the coefficient of friction of R.L and R* are approximately the same (Eq. 29).
If we assume that the value of ZEE is -1 at pH 7.1, then
the contribution of R* to the value of p:;,",,,
w:Lctro, can
be estimated by Eq. (30). We determined the values of
v ~ ~ , ,for
, , , each of the
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quantitate the value of the shift in pK,, we first determined the pKa of the N-terminal NH;CH, of both free
Van and Van bound to Ac,KDADA.To determine the pK,
of the N-terminal NH:CH, of free Van we first removed
the contributions of charge from the other ionizable
of Van, p?&,,
groups on Van from the values of peleCtro
obtained at different values of pH: we subtracted the
values of pclcctr0
of VanN(CH,)Ac, p2:Jr3)Ac from those
of,&:p
as a function of pH. The resulting data are the
effective values of pelectro
of Van due only to its coefficient of friction and the charge of its N-terminal
-NH;CH, group. These data were fit to Eq. (31) by

A

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

BCAII
(PI 5.9)

BCAII
(PI 5.4)

\ /

0.8

Figure Z Plot derived from an analysis of the values of pz&,
of
Van-Rd-Van by using Eqs. (19, 20). The y-intercept of the best-fit
line indicates that K/[PI2 has a value of 20 n K 1 , and that the value
of K is equal to 20 mM (20 IIM-' x ( ~ 1 ~The
) . inset plots the values
of pelectroof Van-Rd-Van and of Van as a function of the concentration
of L-R'd-L in the running buffer. The value of pelectroof Van does
not change appreciably upon its association with L-R'd-L, indicating
that the difference in the values of pelectroof Van-Rd-Van and of
7.7

Van-Rd-Van.L-Rd-L is due predominantly to the charge of bound
L-R',-L and not due to its contribution to the coefficient of friction of
the complex. Reprinted from [65] with permission.

AZSeq (BCA II, pl5.9)
I

AZSeq (BCA II,p15.4)

0 2 4 6

three complexes and then analyzed the resulting data to
estimate the value of ZDCE of Van in VanAcDADA to be
0.75, at pH 7.1. A similar analysis conducted using pH 8.4
running buffer revealed that the value of ZO,, of Van
changes from -0.59 when free to 0.03 after it binds
AcDADA.
4.3 Estimation of the pK, of the N-terminal NH+,CH,
group of Van when free or in a complex with KDADA

Native Van has six ionizable residues: a C-terminal carboxylic acid (pK, 2.9), an N-terminal secondary amino
group (pK, 7.2), a primary sugar amino group, located far
from the binding site (pKa 8.6) and three phenolic
groups situated near the C-terminus of the molecule
(values of pK, 9.6, 10.5, 11.7) [HI. Based on the values of
pKa of these residues, we concluded that a shift in value
of pKa of the N-terminal NH:CH, group of Van contributes to the observed differences in the values of Po,,of
free and bound Van at values of pH of 7.1 and 8.4. To

2

Figure 8. Estimation of the values of charge

of the isozymes of BCA

11. The commercial sample of BCA I1 contains two isozymes of p15.4

and 5.9 in about a 1:lO ratio; these isozymes differ by one unit of
charge. (A) Association of BCA I1 with charged ligands: (a) [2] =
1.0 mM (b) buffer, (c) [5]= 1.0 mM, and (d) [8]= 0.5 mM. See Table 1
for structures of 2, 5, and 8. (B) Covalent modification of the Lys
E-NH: groups on the isozymes of BCA I1 using 4-sulfophenyl isothiocyanate generated two separate groups of covalent derivatives (buffer
= 25 mM Tris-192 mM Gly, pH 8.3). (C) Estimation of charge from the
analysis of the values of peleCtrO
of the protein-ligand complexes or the
covalent derivatives using Eq. (24). The data shown for the two isozymes of BCA I1 were collected using ACE and covalent (CO)
methods. Adapted from reference [67].
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m. :AspNHCOVan
A :C3H7NHCOVan
0

El : VanOAcDADA
A

:AspNHCOVanoAcDADA
:C3H7NHCOVan*AcoA~A

:Van in VanOAcDADA
: AspNHCOVan in AspNHCOVanOAcDADA
0 : C3H7NHCOVanin C,H,NHCOV~~*ACDADA
0

Figure 10. The values of pelectroof Van, VanN(CH,)Ac, and Van.Ac2KDADA,as a function of pH. The values of pelectroof Van in VanAc2KDADAwere obtained from those of V ~ ~ A C ~ K D A
byDusing
A Eq. (30).
This inset shows the values of pelectroobtained by subtracting the
values of peiectro
of VanN(CH3)Ac from those of Van, and those of Van
in Van.AczKDAoA, respectively, as a function of pH. These data represent effectively the charge of the N-terminal -NH;CH, group of
Van, and that of Van in Van.AczKDADA, as a function of pH. These
data were fit to Eq. (31), to give values of pK, of 7.1 and of 8.8 for the
-NH;CH3 group of Van, and that of Van in van.Ac,K~AoA, respectively. Reprinted from [17], with permission.

To determine the pKa of Van in Van.Ac,KDADA, we first
determined the peiectra
of V~~.AC,KDADA,
as
a function of pH; we titrated Van by CE using running
buffers that varied from pH 5.7 to 8.5 and contained a
concentration of Ac,KDADA that saturated the binding
we estisite of Van. From these values of ~1::;tz~~~~~~
mated the values of pelectroof Van in V ~ ~ A C , K D A D A
(Pelectro
Van inVan Ac2K~Ao.4) by using Eq. (30). We removed the contributions of charge from ionizable residues other than
the N-terminal -NH:CH, group of bound Van from the
Van mVanAc2KnADA
, by subtracting the values of
values of Veiectro
k2;;;CH~)A~
from those of
?:;::p
Ac2KDADA as a function of
pH. By fitting these data to Eq. (31), we determined the
pK, of the N-terminal -NH:CH, group of bound Van to
be 8.8 - a shift of 1.7 units from free Van. We concluded
that the electrostatic interaction between the C-terminus
of Ac,KDADAand the N-terminus of Van in the complex
was responsible for the shift in pK, of the N-terminal
-NH:CH, group.
3

Figure 9. Estimation of the values of ZOCE of free Van and of Van in a
complex with AcDADA,at pH 7.1. The values of peiectro
of Van and its
covalent derivatives were plotted as a function of AZ,,,; the x-intercept of the best-fit line gave a value of ZO,, of 0.30 for free Van. A simof the complexes of Van and of its
ilar analysis of the values of peiectro
derivatives with ACDADArevealed that the value of EEof VanAcof Van
DADAwas -0.25 at pH 7.1. We determined the values of pe~ectro
in VanAcDADA and the corresponding values of each of the derivatives of Van in their respective complexes by using Eq. (30). See Secrevealed that
tion 3.2 for details. An analysis of these values of pelectro
the value of Z& of Van in VanAcDADA was equal to 0.75 at pH 7.1.
Reprinted from [17] with permission.

the method of nonlinear least squares; this equation
relates the value of p:;$~t’va”), the concentrationof the
weighted average of the values of peiectro

5 The contribution of electrostatics to the free

e=

[RNH’,CH,]
[RNH:CH,] + [RNHCH,]

protonated and free forms of Van (6 = mole fraction of
protonated Van; Eq. 32), to the pH of the running buffer,
and the pK, of the -NH:CH, group. Analysis of this
titration curve gave a pKa of 7.1 for the N-terminal
-NH;CH, group (Fig. 10).

energy of binding of the rungs of the charge
ladder of BCA I1 to benzenesulfonamide ligands
The acetylation of the Lys c-NH’, groups of BCA I1 produces sets of derivatives that differ incrementally in the
number of residues modified, and can be separated by
CE into an array of distinct peaks that we call a “charge
ladder” [67,68]. Each peak or “rung” of this charge ladder
comprises proteins that have the same number of acety-
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This result implies that the corresponding difference in
values of Z,, of adjacent rungs, AZ,,, is also approximately constant for the first four pairs. We assume that
the value of AZ,, of each of these pairs of adjacent
rungs is approximately equal to the corresponding value
of charge calculated from the sequence of the protein,
AZ,,,; at pH 8.4, the pH of the running buffer, the value
of AZ,,, is equal to one unit of charge, based on a
standard pK, of 10.7 for each Lys E-NH', group. A plot of
p",,,,
vs. nAZseq(n = number of acetylations) for the first
five rungs of the charge ladder, is, therefore, linear with a
slope equal to CpIM". We estimate the value of Z,, of
by dividing the
the nth rung of the charge ladder, TCE,
value of peleCtr0
of the nth rung by the value of CP/W (Eq.
33).
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To study the effect of electrostatic interactions on
binding, we plotted the free energies of binding of the
rungs of the charge ladder of BCA I1 for its differently
charged ligands as a function of TcE.
For neutral ligands,
(Table 1: 15-17), the free energy of binding, AGb, does
not change significantly as a function of the value of
z",,; that is, AAGb/AZncE 0 (Fig. 12). The affinity of
BCA I1 for the positively charged ligand, 2, increases
with increasing charge of BCA I1 (AAG,/ATcE = -0.07 f
0.01 kcal mol-' charge-') while that for the negatively
charged ligand, 5 , decreases with increasing degree of
acetylation (AAGb/ATcE= 0.13 f 0.01 kcal mol-' charge-';
Fig. 12). The magnitude of AAGb/ATcEdecreases as the
number of bonds separating the charged group and sulfonamide group on the ligand increases; the value of
AAGblATcEfor ligands 6 and 7 are 0.09 k 0.02, and 0.03
k 0.02 kcal mol-' charge-', respectively. We draw the following conclusions from these results: (i) the electrostatic interaction of charged residues outside the active
site influences the binding of benzenesulfonamide ligands; (ii) all the regioisomeric derivatives that compose
a single rung of the charge ladder have similar values of
affinity for benzenesulfonamide ligands, and (iii) the
magnitude of the binding affinity for a rung of the
charge ladder is dependent on the charge of the rung of
the charge ladder and the distance between the charged
group on the ligand and the active site of the enzyme.

-

1.9

0

Q

5

10

15

Figure 11. Electropherograms showing the changes in the values of
pelecrroof the rungs of the charge ladder of BCA I1 due to the binding
of ligand 5 (Table 1). The electrically neutral marker, p-methoxybenzyl

alcohol, is indicated by the filled circle ( 0 ) . The number of acetylated
Lys E-amino groups (n) is indicated by the scale at the bottom of the
electropherograms. The -l/time scale shown at the top of the electropherograms is proportional to the values of pelectroof the rungs of the
charge ladders, relative to that of the neutral marker. Adapted from
~91.

lated Lys E-NH; groups and consequently the same
approximate charge. ACE can determine the binding
affinity of all of the proteins present in each rung of a
charge ladder for a common ligand in the running buffer
in one set of experiments. We have carried out ACE
experiments using charge ladders with neutral and
charged benzenesulfonamide ligands to determine the
contribution of electrostatics to the values of measured
binding affinities [69]. Figure 11 shows some of the electropherograms from an ACE experiment carried out
with the charge ladder of BCA I1 and negatively charged
ligand 5 (Table 1).
of adjacent rungs,
The difference in values of peleCIrO
ApclectrO,
is approximately uniform for the first four pairs.

6 Concluding remarks
ACE is a powerful technique that uses the resolving
power of CE for determining binding constants of receptors to charged and neutral ligands. It is analytically practical since it uses only small amounts of a receptor and
its ligands. The technique does not require that a
receptor be pure for analysis; the migration of a single
peak corresponding to the receptor can be followed
accurately in a mixture, as a function of increasing concentration of ligand, by using stacked electropherograms
represented in the lltime domain. ACE is, therefore,
suited for cases where purification of a receptor may lead
to its inactivation. ACE is not limited to measuring a
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ACE has also been used to determine the binding stoichiometry in several systems [24] and to estimate the kinetic parameters for the binding of BCA I1 with ligand
10 (Table 1) by comparing the peak widths of intermediate receptor-ligand complexes to those simulated by
computer [34]. ACE becomes problematic when applied
to proteins that have high values of molecular mass (>
100 kDa) or p l (PI > 8.4). These proteins may adsorb
electrostatically to the surface of fused silica capillaries.
The use of zwitterions in the running buffer lowers the
degree of adsorption of high molecular mass proteins;
capillaries coated with cationic polymers allow the study
of proteins having high values of pZ by CE [9]. We hope
to use coated capillaries to expand the range of binding
systems to which ACE can be applied.
This work was supported by the National Institutes of
Health, Grants GM 51559 and GM 3036%
Received August 15, 1997
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Ftgure 12. Dependence of the free energy of binding (AGb) on the
values of z",, of the rungs of the charge ladder of BCA 11, and on the
charge on the ligands. The binding affinity of each rung of the charge
ladder to ligands 2,5-7, and 15-17 (Table 1) was measured by ACE in
25 m M Tris-192 mM Gly, pH 8.3. Due to slight broadening of peaks
near the center of the charge ladder (n = 6-12), the uncertainties in
the values of AGb for these derivatives are larger than those for the
other parts of the charge ladder (for some rungs of the charge ladder,
the peak broadening resulted in missing data). The slopes (AAGb/
AGE)from the linear regression analyses of AGb vs. 2, yielded the
magnitudes of influence of charges on BCA 11-ligand interactions. The
values of AAGb/Az",, (kcal mol-' charge-') for these ligands are: (2)
-0.07 I 0.01; (5) 0.13 k 0.01;(6)0.09 i 0.02; (7) 0.03 k 0.02; (15)
0.01
0.01; (16) 0.01 _+ 0.01; (17) 0 f 0.01. Adapted from 1691.

*

single binding constant at a time, but can determine
simultaneously the affinity of several receptors (different
isozymes or different covalent derivatives of a receptor)
to a common ligand present in the running buffer [66].
This procedure can minimize variations in experimental
conditions that may be observed when separate experiments are used to measure the binding affinity of a
common ligand to different receptors. A variation of an
ACE experiment can be used to screen a library of compounds for ligands that bind tightly to a receptor [21, 521.
UV- or fluorescence-based assays require changes in the
absorption or emission spectra of a receptor upon
binding a ligand. In cases where these changes are not
observed, alternative experiments can be designed using

ACE.
A second, related capability of ACE is that it can be used
to study electrostatic interactions that influence the
binding constants of receptor-ligand systems 117, 691,
and to estimate the charge of proteins in solution [67]
without accurately knowing their amino acid sequence.
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